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UPDATE – 2024 HOCKEY AUSTRALIA MASTERS CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
Hockey Australia (HA) host all national age group championships and has been working closely with 
Hockey Australia Masters Committee (HAMC) to plan for the 2024 Masters Championships. 
 
The championships in 2024 will be moved to earlier in the year to allow for the 2024 Masters World 
Cups being held in October and November respectively.  This aligns with surveys conducted by 
HAMC which confirm that players and State/Territory Member Associations want World Cup 
participants to have the ability to compete in the Australian Masters Championships. 
 
All 2024 Masters Championships will take place in June/July and team selections for 2025 Trans 
Tasman Challenge will take place at the championships.   
 
Men’s Championships - Tasmania 
HA is continuing negotiations with Hockey Tasmania (HTAS) to host the Men’s Championships in 
Hobart in two tournaments due to the size of the championships. The first event will include 34+ to 
50+ age groups, with the other to involve the 55+ to 80+ age groups.   
 
HA, HAMC and HTAS are working through details to ensure the best outcomes for all participants 
and officials whilst allowing HTAS to conduct local training and fixtures where possible to continue 
their local season. 
 
Women’s Championships - New South Wales 
HA has been consulting with possible venues to meet the HA and HAMC requirements for next 
year’s Women’s Championships. There are several variables to consider between possible venues, so 
it may take some more weeks for the locations to be finalised. 
 
Please be assured HA and HAMC will announce details for each event as they are confirmed. We 
appreciate your patience while negotiations are finalised. Everything possible is being done to 
expedite the process. 
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